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and
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An experimental investigation is conducted to study the aerodynamic behavior of a two-rotor system in ground proximity. The counter-rotating rotors are placed side-by-side in the hovering condition. The time-averaged and unsteady flow behavior is studied when the rotor-to-rotor lateral distance and the distance between the rotors and the ground are varied. The experiments are performed using three-dimensional large-scale volumetric velocimetry with helium-filled soap bubbles as tracers, tracked by the particle motion analysis technique “Shake-The-Box.” The mean velocity field reveals the wake deflection due to the ground plane and the formation of toroidal-shape regions of separated flow below each rotor. The interaction of the wall jets formed by slipstream deflection results in a separation line with the flow emerging from the wall in a fountain-like pattern. Regimes of flow re-ingestion occur when the rotors are sufficiently far apart. The flowfield exhibits the tendency toward asymmetric states, during which the fountain flow column and the domain of re-ingestion shift closer to one of the rotors. A generic classification of flow regimes is proposed in relation to the behavior of two rotors in ground effect.

I. Introduction

Overing counter-rotating side-by-side rotors are found in several aircraft configurations (e.g., drones, tilt-rotors, tilt-wings, and distributed propulsion concepts [1]). A number of studies [2–9] focusing on rotor-to-rotor interactions show that the distance between the rotors has a relatively small influence on their mean thrust coefficient. However, strong temporal variations of the aerodynamic loading have been reported by Ning [5], Ning and associates [7], and Alvarez and Ning [9]. In the latter study an increase of the thrust fluctuations of up to 250%, compared to a single rotor, was found for a side-by-side rotor configuration with a tip-to-tip spacing S of 0.1R (see Fig. 1a for relevant parameters). This effect is caused by an interaction between the radial velocities in the slipstream, forming an upwash between the individual wakes [3,7]. At this rotor separation distance, vortical structures are also found at the inflow of the rotors [8]. Moreover, an overall noise level increase of 3 dB has been reported for side-by-side rotors with S/R = 0.1, compared to the same system with a separation distance of S/R = 1.0, which has been ascribed to unsteady loading [5–7].

During takeoff and landing the rotors hover in close proximity to the ground. This creates a wake organization that deviates from the widely used Landgrebe wake model [10]. Ground effect conditions have been studied extensively for single rotors [11–13], whereby the rotor slipstream undergoes a rapid deflection due to the presence of the ground plane, resulting in a radially spreading turbulent wall jet. Due to the nonuniform induced velocity by the rotor, the flow stagnates below the rotor hub, causing a toroidal separation region [14]. When a second rotor is introduced in a side-by-side configuration, at the same wall distance, an interaction has been observed between the two rotor-induced wall jets. The resulting flowfield loses axial symmetry and becomes planar-symmetric around the plane that separates the two rotors.

Studies of multirotor systems in ground effect are particularly relevant for the controllability and safe operation of drones [15]. The rotor spacing S and the ground standoff distance H normalized to the rotor radius R have been recognized as the parameters dominating the aeropropulsive behavior of such systems [16]. Depending on the rotor spacing, a nonlinear variation in the thrust as a function of S and H occurs [17]. The behavior deviates from the trend that is predicted by classical ground effect models applied to helicopter configurations [18].

Multirotor systems in ground effect have been reported to deliver additional thrust enhancement (ratio between in- and out-of-ground...
thrust) of up to 30%, compared to the single rotor \cite{15,19}. In contrast, a recent study by He and Leang \cite{16} reports a sudden drop in thrust for $S/R = 2$ and $H/R = 2$ of 8% below the free-hover condition. Such nonlinear behavior needs to be taken into account for the controllability of multirotor aerial vehicles during takeoff, landing, and hovering near the ground. The physical root cause of such behavior has been ascribed to the onset of global flow recirculation with upward flow between the rotors, known as the fountain flow \cite{15,19}, which under certain conditions causes the turbulent fountain flow to be re-ingested into the rotors \cite{16,17}. The fountain flow and re-ingestion mechanisms are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1b. Furthermore, ingestion of highly turbulent flow is associated to unsteady blade loading, in turn yielding thrust fluctuations and additional sources of noise \cite{20}. Notably, He and Leang \cite{16} identified contradictions among experiments carried out by different researchers, about the role of rotor spacing, the fountain flow, and performance of rotor systems in ground effect. Whereas two studies, one aimed at rotor–obstacle interaction \cite{21} and another researching a quad-rotor configuration \cite{22}, reported an increase of the thrust coefficient with a larger rotor spacing, another investigation reported the opposite behavior \cite{23}. He and Leang \cite{16} link these apparent discrepancies to the fact that for relatively closely spaced rotors, an increase in rotor separation $S$ results in a decrease in the thrust, whereas this effect is opposite for a relatively large spacing of the rotors.

To date, the re-ingestion condition for a multirotor system has only been hypothesized on the basis of the measured thrust perturbations. A proof of the mechanism based on quantitative flow visualization along with detailed information that characterizes the unsteadiness of the (three-dimensional [3D]) velocity field is missing. A comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms behind the formation of the fountain flow and the flow re-ingestion is key to justify the observed differences in propulsive thrust and predict both the mean and unsteady behavior of multirotor systems hovering in ground effect. Therefore, the goal of the current study is to assess the 3D flow pattern associated with a two-rotor system in ground effect, with focus toward the identification of global flow regimes that depend upon rotor separation and ground standoff proximity. Moreover, the characterization of large-scale unsteady behavior is explored. To this purpose, volumetric velocity measurements are performed using large-scale Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in a domain that encompasses the two rotors and a ground plane. The experiments make use of helium-filled soap bubbles (HFSBs) \cite{24} as flow tracers, whereas the illumination and imaging follow the principles of tomography. The analysis of the recordings to extract the tracers’ motion is conducted with the “Shake-The-Box” algorithm \cite{25}.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II describes the experimental apparatus, the measurement system, and the data processing. A discussion of the time-averaged flow topology is given in Sec. III. Section IV presents a parametric study on the effect of rotor spacing and height. In this section a synthesis of the results is provided where the identified flow regimes are categorized in a parametric space. Finally, Sec. V presents some observations of the temporal dynamics of the rotor wakes and the emerging fountain flow.

## II. Experimental Arrangement

### A. Side-by-Side Rotor System

Two counter-rotating rotors are installed with their axes perpendicular to a ground plane. The two-blade twisted rotors comprise a radius of $R = 76.2$ mm, a pitch of 4 inches, and a parabolic tip. The APC-brand rotors are commercially available, and their model numbers are APC 6X4E and APC 6X4EP (identical but mirrored, for the counter-rotating configuration). Each rotor is driven by a geared inrunner brushless motor (type Hacker, B20 26 L kv2020+4:1) operated at a shaft rotation speed of $\Omega = 167$ Hz. The rotors are not phase-controlled, which means that the relative phase difference varies during acquisition. The discrepancy in rotational speed between the rotors is estimated to be equal to 0.25 Hz, resulting in a variation of the phase difference between the rotor blades, over the acquisition duration of the measurement. Hence, in the time-averaged sense, the measurement can be considered as one with a random phase between the blades. The Reynolds number, based on the sectional chord length at a nominal radius of 0.75$R$, is $Re_c = 42,000$ and the tip Mach number is $M_{tip} = 0.22$. The rotors have a thrust coefficient of $C_t = 0.12$ and provide a thrust of $T = 2.14$ N. The rotors are operated in stagnant air representing a hover scenario (thus the advance ratio is $J = 0$). Experiments are performed in an enclosure of $2 \times 3 \times 2$ m$^3$ at conditions of normalized tip-to-tip rotor spacing $S/R = [0.05, 1.0, 2.0]$ and normalized height $H/R = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0]$. Experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1.

### B. Measurement Apparatus and Procedure

Volumetric velocity measurements cover the flow domain illustrated in Fig. 2. HFSBs generated under controlled conditions \cite{26} are employed that scatter sufficient light in conditions of volume illumination and imaging. The suitability of this seeding technique for rotorcraft aerodynamics has been recently demonstrated in the study by Wolf et al. \cite{27}. Two HFSB generators are used, producing
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**Fig. 1**  
(a) Schematic representation of the side-by-side rotor system in ground effect with relevant parameters and system of coordinates.  
(b) Conceptual flow topology.
each approximately 30,000 bubbles per second, with a mean diameter of 0.4 mm and nearly neutrally buoyant. The enclosure is seeded for 2 minutes before performing the measurement. The achieved seeding density is approximately 0.01 particles per pixel (ppp) corresponding to a spatial concentration of 0.5 particles/cm$^3$. The measurement volume is illuminated by a LaVision LED-Flashlight 300 device at a distance of 0.7 m below the measurement volume. Illumination is performed at a rate of 2.0 kHz, and the duration of illumination for each pulse (pulse width) is $\delta t = 50 \mu s$. A tomographic imaging setup is composed of three high-speed Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) cameras (Photron Fastcam SA1.1) placed outside the enclosure at a distance of 1 m from the measurement region. The cameras subtend a total angle of $38^\circ$ (see Fig. 2) and are equipped with lenses of focal lengths $f = 60$ mm (camera 2) and $f = 50$ mm (cameras 1 and 3), set at numerical aperture $f_\# = 16$. The resulting measurement volume spans $20 \times 31 \times 33$ cm$^3$ ($4.3R \times 4.0R \times 2.6R$). System synchronization is obtained with a LaVision Programmable Timing Unit (PTU 8), and each measurement comprises of 2000 recordings for a duration of 1 s. The object-to-image mapping parameters are obtained by a calibration procedure based on a target recorded at three positions separated by 10 cm each. The residual calibration disparity is reduced to less than 0.1 pixels using the volume self-calibration method [28]. An overview of the measurement parameters is presented in Table 2.

The raw footage from the cameras is first preprocessed using a high-pass frequency filter [29] that eliminates any stationary reflection from the ground plane and support struts of the rotors. As a second preprocessing step, the particle peak intensity is normalized and a Gaussian smoothing is applied. A comparison between a typical raw image and preprocessed one is presented in Fig. 3.

**C. Lagrangian Particle Tracking**

The 3D particle motion analysis is performed with the Shake-The-Box method [25]. The measurement delivers approximately 8000 particle tracks with a sampling frequency of 2.0 kHz. The maximum particle displacement within a particle track is approximately 20 pixels corresponding to a physical displacement of 6.4 mm. This particle displacement is comparable to other studies using the Shake-The-Box method and was shown to be adequate to capture the effect of individual blade passages by the rotors.

Data reduction to a Cartesian grid is performed following two different methods for the time-averaged and for the instantaneous velocity fields. Time-averaged information is gathered in cubic bins of 20 mm size with a 75% overlap factor, yielding a spacing of the velocity vectors of 5 mm. Every bin comprises approximately 10,000 samples. However, the concentration varies across the measurement domain. Nevertheless, a minimum number of 100 samples are set as a criterion for a valid measurement.

**Table 2 Illumination and imaging conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement parameters</th>
<th>$f$ [mm]</th>
<th>$f_#$</th>
<th>Acquisition frequency [Hz]</th>
<th>Sample time [s]</th>
<th>Pulse width [$\mu s$]</th>
<th>Particles per pixel</th>
<th>Field of view ($\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$$</td>
<td>1 \times 60, 2 \times 50$$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>$20 \times 31 \times 33$ cm$^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 2 Three-dimensional schematic of the experimental apparatus, coordinate system, and measurement volume. The origin of the coordinate system is at the center location between the two rotors at the ground plane.*
an isolated rotor in hover (Fig. 4). The axial velocities are normalized by the induced velocity of fluctuations (axial velocity standard deviation) and the square root of statistically determined by the ratio between the relevant velocity the bin size. Values of approximately equal to 360.

The measurement dynamic spatial range (DSR), defined as the ratio between the largest and the smallest resolvable spatial wavelength, is estimated as the ratio between the domain larger size \(L\) and the bin size. Values of \(DSR = 66\) and \(DSR = 44\) are obtained for the time-averaged and instantaneous velocity field, respectively. The dynamic velocity range (DVR) is estimated as the ratio between the maximum and minimum measured tracer velocity and is approximately equal to 360.

The measurement uncertainty \(\epsilon_u\) for the time-averaged flowfield is statistically determined by the ratio between the relevant velocity fluctuations (axial velocity standard deviation) and the square root of the amount of samples per bin. The measurement uncertainty \(\epsilon_u\) was below 0.5% of the rotor induced velocity in the majority of the domain, except for the shear layers along the boundary of the domain and close to the rotor blades, where it reaches up to \(\epsilon_u = 1.5\%\).

III. Time-Averaged Flowfields

When the rotor is operated in close proximity to the ground the wake expands radially. Figure 4 illustrates the difference in the velocity field, by the normalized axial velocity contours \(w/W_{\text{ind}}\) and two-dimensional (2D) velocity vectors scaled by the velocity magnitude, for a single rotor with and without a ground plane. The former is considered at a distance of \(2R\) above the ground (left plot of Fig. 4). The axial velocities are normalized by the induced velocity of an isolated rotor in hover \((W_{\text{ind}} = 14.25 \text{ m/s})\), which is a constant and used for all results displaying velocity.

The rotor induces a downward velocity. The nonuniform velocity profile is due to hub wake leading to lower induced velocities along the rotor axis. For the isolated rotor, the slipstream contracts due to the increase in velocity. The maximum axial velocity is found at approximately 2 rotor radii below the rotor disk. Contradictory to this, the wake of a rotor in ground effect expands radially due to the pressure gradient caused by flow stagnation at the ground. Therefore, the axial velocity in the wake of the rotor in ground effect can be significantly lower compared to that of the unbounded rotor. At a certain height this is also noticed at the blade level, which results in an increased local blade angle and an increase in thrust for constant pitch. Also, characteristic for a single rotor in ground effect is the formation of a toroidal flow separation region, or so-called dead air region \([14]\), below the rotor hub near the ground. This is caused by flow stagnation due to the lower velocities in the center of the slipstream and the adverse pressure gradient near the wall.

When a second rotor is introduced, separated, for instance, by one rotor diameter, a fountain flow emerges. This is illustrated in Fig. 5a, by the axial velocity contours and velocity vectors in the plane through the rotor axes, for \(H/R = 2\) and \(S/R = 2\). The rotors produce two radial wall jets opposing each other with subsequent stagnation and separation from the wall near the symmetry plane, i.e., \(y/R = 0\), where they redirect upward, ultimately generating the fountain pattern. The fountain flow rises above the disk plane in Fig. 5a, also sustained by the favorable pressure gradient determined by the rotor’s suction. The wake appears to be mostly re-ingested by rotor 1, and a non-axial inflow condition for rotor 1 is observed. These inflow conditions cause more momentum to be transferred to the center of the slipstream and reduce the entity of the toroidal separation at the wall from rotor 1. The results in Fig. 5a illustrate that wake interactions in ground proximity occur at larger rotor separations compared to the interactions that take place during hover \([8]\).

IV. Rotor Spacing and Ground Proximity

The primary flow features of the side-by-side rotors are altered by the relative rotor spacing and distance to the ground. The effect of
these parameters on the fountain flow, the induced velocity, and the turbulent kinetic energy are examined hereafter.

A. Rotor Spacing

By decreasing the lateral distance between the rotors, a stronger interaction between adjacent rotors is expected. However, a reduction of lateral spacing between the rotors is also associated with a decrease in the size of the fountain region for the various test conditions. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 by the axial velocity for $S/R = 0.0136$ (b) and $S/R = 0.05$ (c), for a constant height of $H/R = 0.136$. This can therefore be compared to the case of $S/R = 2$, as presented in Fig. 5a.

Placing the rotors closer together, i.e., $S/R = 1$, means that the radial wall jets collide before they move parallel to the ground plane and more momentum is transferred out-of-plane rather than being redirected upward. This condition decreases the extent of the fountain flow that is visible for the plot of $S/R = 1$ (see Fig. 5b). The fountain flow, in this case, remains confined between the ground and the height of the rotor disks. Due to flow stagnation of the fountain flow, two recirculation regions are formed between each rotor wake and the tip of the fountain flow. No re-ingestion takes place, and a symmetric flowfield is produced in which each of the two wakes represents the wake of a single rotor in ground effect. This means that the toroidal separation regions near the ground are also present.

A different mechanism takes place when the rotor spacing is further reduced to $S/R = 0.05$. At this rotor separation distance, there is mutual induction of the individual rotor wakes, caused by the Coandă effect [7]. This happens before the wake interacts with the ground plane and therefore no fountain is created. A flowfield with lower induced velocities between the rotor axis is present due to the increased limitations of radial wake expansion in this region. Around the center of the domain close to the ground, i.e., $(y/R = 0, z/R = 0)$, the wake moves laterally outward. A greater effect is observed on the separation regions below the rotor hub, which have now become separated from the ground. The shape of the separation region has been changed and only a single node is observed here. Similar to the case of $S/R = 1$, no wake re-ingestion occurs and a symmetrical mean velocity field is found.

To show the 3D evolution of the streamwise velocity component in the wake, the axial velocity contours $u/W_{ind}$ and 2D velocity vectors are extracted in the $(x, y)$ plane at varying heights of $z/R = [0.3, 1.0, 1.7]$ and are presented in Fig. 6. At few positions the data are missing, due to optical blocking from the rotor’s support. Also low particle intensity in the preprocessed images near the ground plane, i.e., $z/R = 0.3$, causes some local data dropout.

From the axial velocity extracted at the $z/R = 1.7$ plane, the top row of Fig. 6, it is possible to identify the effect on induced velocity
near the rotor blades that will have a direct influence on the rotors' performance. For the closest rotor spacing considered, i.e., \( S/R = 0.05 \), a non-axiymmetric wake profile for each of the two rotors is apparent; in the region between the rotor axes, there is a clear reduction in the axial velocity. Increasing the rotor spacing to \( S/R = 1 \) prevents any interaction between the two rotor wakes, and an axisymmetric induced velocity profile is restored. The fountain flow is also apparent between the two wakes but not affecting the rotor wake itself. When considering the larger rotor separation distance of \( S/R = 2 \), the top-right image of Fig. 6, the similarity of the two individual wakes is removed. Here, in the wake of rotor 1 for \( S/R = 2 \), rather than the typical swirl around the axis of rotation, the velocity vectors are directed toward the center of the wake. Moreover, in the flowfield surrounding the wake of the rotors, a stronger lateral component of the velocity is visible for \( S/R = 2 \), indicated by the larger velocity vectors, when compared to the other rotor separation distances. The velocity vectors are in the direction of a region between the rotors and the fountain flow and are ascribed to a low-pressure region.

Following the wake in streamwise direction to a height of \( z/R = 1.0 \), as presented in the middle row of Fig. 6, the radial expansion of the slipstream becomes apparent. This results in stronger mutual induction of the wakes for \( S/R = 0.05 \). Moreover, because one rotor wake obstructs the wake expansion of the other rotor, there is a strong velocity component in z direction along \( y/R = 0 \), indicated by the large vectors. For \( S/R = 1 \), at this height in the wake, the fountain flow becomes apparent between the rotor wakes (see the middle plot of Fig. 6). However, there is little effect on the wake profile. For \( S/R = 2 \), the wake of rotor 1 has very weak radial velocities ascribed to the re-injection of the fountain. For this largest rotor spacing, the fountain is also considerably narrower compared to close to the blades, as it was in the plot of \( z/R = 1.0 \) (see top right of Fig. 6).

Close to the ground plane at \( z/R = 0.3 \), the bottom row of Fig. 6, the wake from the rotor has much lower axial velocity caused by the increase in static pressure. The axial velocity is transferred to velocities along the radial component, indicated by the larger vectors, which form the radial wall jets. In the case of \( S/R = 0.05 \), a single wall jet is directed outward along the center of the combined wake. For the \( S/R = 1 \) and \( S/R = 2 \), two radial wall jets are formed. The stagnation line is clearly visible by the positive axial velocity and the collision of the two rotor wall jets. However, for \( S/R = 1 \), there are higher axial velocities and lower radial velocities as the wall jet approaches the stagnation line. One should note that the stagnation line between the propellers has a slight offset toward the negative \( y/R \)-bound, which can be the cause of a minor misalignment of the setup or small geometric differences between the rotor blades.

Apart from the apparent differences in the mean velocity field, the velocity fluctuations are also influenced by the lateral spacing of the rotors. The unsteady flow behavior is statistically described by the normalized turbulent kinetic energy, \( TKE = 0.5(U_x^2 + U_y^2 + U_z^2)/U_{ag}^2 \). Its spatial distribution is illustrated in Fig. 7. Fluctuations are concentrated along the tip vortex path and hub region, at \( z/R = 1.7 \). Regarding \( S/R = 0.05 \), there is a clear mutual induction of the tip vortex path creating a horseshoe-like TKE distribution in this plane. This loss of the structure of the tip vortices between the wakes complies with both experimental [2] and numerical studies [9] on side-by-side rotors out of ground effect. For the case of \( S/R = 1 \), the TKE values along the tip vortex path are similar compared to \( S/R = 0.05 \), but there are also relatively large values of TKE between the rotors in the fountain flow region. At the largest rotor separation distance of \( S/R = 2 \), the effect of flow re-ingestion on the velocity fluctuations becomes notable. Higher TKE levels are found in the wake of rotor 1, which is more severely subject to flow re-ingestion. This is visible along the tip vortex path and in the inner part of the slipstream. Regions of high TKE near the blades can indicate regions of unsteady loading, more pronounced force fluctuations, and broadband noise emissions [32].

The magnitude of the TKE decreases gradually for all rotor spacings due to viscous dissipation, which is visible in the \( z/R = 1.0 \) plane. Aside from the higher magnitude, overall TKE distribution
looks similar to what is observed near the blade. However, the TKE has increased in the fountain flow as well as below the rotor hub due to flow stagnation. Regarding \( z/R = 0 \), the overall levels of the TKE have increased but are distributed more uniformly in this plane. TKE between the rotors for \( S/R = 0.05 \) are low, whereas for rotor spacings of \( S/R = 1 \) and \( S/R = 2 \) there are typically higher values of TKE along the stagnation line. This is especially visible for \( S/R = 1 \), where higher TKE values are found near the stagnation line region compared to \( S/R = 2 \).

B. Ground Proximity
Proximity to the ground induces an earlier deflection of the slipstream toward the wall jet. A more powerful interaction is therefore expected to occur in the region in between the rotors and with possibly more prominent effects of the fountain flow. Figure 8 illustrates such effects when \( H/R \) is varied from 1 to 3 maintaining a constant rotor spacing \( S/R \) of 2. Hence, the effect of the rotor height can therefore be analyzed by comparing this to Fig. 5a. At the lowest rotor height \( H/R = 1 \), there is a clear reduction of the induced velocity compared to the same system at \( H/R = 2 \) (see Fig. 5). Varying the rotor height does not alter the absolute height of the fountain flow. The re-ingestion of the ejected wall jet appears to be biased toward rotor 1, although the flow induced by both rotors appears to be similar. This can be explained by the fact that the process of wake re-ingestion happens further away from the rotors due to the constant size of the fountain flow. Consequently, the inflow conditions to rotor 1 are undisturbed and axial, creating slipstream characteristics that are similar for rotor 1 and rotor 2 and comparable to the single rotor case. Even though the velocities are lower below the rotor disk, the flow does not stagnate here but is rather in the direction toward the ground. This in turn can be caused by the stronger wall jet at the inner region of the two wakes caused by the subatmospheric pressure of the fountain flow [33].

When larger ground standoff distances are considered, \( H/R = 3 \), the fountain flow decreases slightly in size but the process of flow re-ingestion happens closer to the rotor blades compared to what is observed in \( H/R = 1 \). This creates a more pronounced nonaxial direction of inflow to the rotors. Similar to the case of \( H/R = 2 \) (see Fig. 5a), an increase in induced velocity in the center of the wake is found. Flow re-ingestion is again biased toward rotor 1, which creates a flowfield that is highly asymmetric. Similar to the case of \( H/R = 2 \), the toroidal separation region at the ground is missing for rotor 1 and is visible for rotor 2. A recirculation zone is present between rotor 1 and the fountain at \((y/R, z/R) = (-0.75, -1.25)\).

C. Summary of Identified Flow Regimes
The results of Secs. IV.A and IV.B can be combined to identify different flow regimes. These flow regimes can be placed on a map consisting of rotor spacing along the \( x \) axis and rotor height along the \( y \) axis, as presented in Fig. 9. From a high-level perspective, three different flow patterns have been identified within the parameter space that has been considered. One should note that the exact position of the boundaries between the different flow regimes is unknown and could change for different blade loading.

For close rotor spacing \((S/R = 0.05)\), the wakes of the rotors move toward one another due to the Coandă effect. Hence, there is a flow attachment of the wakes before they interact with the ground. The combined wake then attaches to the ground and no fountain is generated. The induced velocity below the hub is still low, and therefore the flow stagnates here. However, only a single node is created that is separated from the ground. The high momentum at the inner part of the combined wake is also pushed out and flows below the separation regions toward the boundaries of the measurement domain. In this state the induced velocity between the rotor axes is lower compared to the outer part of the combined wake, which could result in a stronger influence of the thrust increase but can also offset unsteady loading on the blades. By increasing the rotor spacing, the Coandă effect is lost and the two separated rotor wakes interact with the ground plane. The wakes expand by the increase in pressure close to the ground and interact over a stagnation line. Over this stagnation
line the fountain flow is generated, the size of which is determined by the rotor spacing. If the wakes interact before the wall jet flows parallel to the ground plane, most of the momentum is pushed in-and out-of-plane. Consequently, for smaller rotor spacings and larger rotor heights, the fountain stays below the rotor disks. The individual wakes therefore strongly resemble the characteristics of a single rotor in ground effect.

At the largest rotor spacing investigated in the current study, the wall jet can develop over the ground plane. The wall jets interact head-on in the saddle point, which increases the size of the fountain. This increases the chance for the fountain to rise above the rotor disk, which has a dramatic effect on the slipstream characteristics. By re-ingestion the inflow becomes highly nonaxial, which could increase unsteady loading on the blades and reduce the efficiency. More
momentum is transferred to the center of the wake in the re-ingestion state. A consequence of the more uniform velocity distribution is the absence of a toroidal separation region above the ground. Furthermore, there is entrainment of air in the region between the rotors and the fountain, which causes recirculation.

V. Temporal Dynamics of the Upward Fountain Flow Feature

As observed in the mean flow analysis, wake re-ingestion seems to be biased toward rotor 1, which violates the symmetry condition between the two rotors. Underlying in the mean velocity field are rich temporal phenomena, in particular for the fountain re-ingestion regime. The aim of this section is to highlight these temporal features by means of brief analysis. This is done by way of simple time series observations when considering the lateral (horizontal) velocity between the two rotors for the case of $H/R = 2$ and $S/R = 2$, as illustrated in Fig. 10.

For the duration of acquisition (1 s), the lateral velocity fluctuations $v/W_{ind}$ between the rotors are primarily negative; this was earlier on observed in the asymmetric time-averaged flowfield yielding a negative $v/W_{ind}$ velocity at $(y/R, z/R) = (0, 2)$. When evaluating the time series, relatively large time-scale variations are evident and result in the lateral velocity being positive and negative at times. This suggests that the wake re-ingestion changes direction a number of times during the acquisition period that covered 333 blade passages in total. The switching in sign of the $v/W_{ind}$ velocity in between the rotors seems aperiodic, but the acquisition length of the current data set is too short for extracting conclusive statistics on this low-frequency temporal dynamics. Nevertheless, a few more observations can be made from the instantaneous spatial velocity fields.

It is hypothesized that the wake re-ingestion changes direction over time, and this can be confirmed by extracting velocity fields at two different time instants. One time instant is associated with a positive lateral velocity, at blade passage 48, and the other time instant is associated with a negative lateral velocity between the rotors, at blade passage 65. The normalized axial velocity contours and 2D velocity vectors, scaled by the relative velocity magnitude, of these two time instants are presented in Fig. 11. A vector skip of four in both $y$ and $z$ directions is imposed for visibility reasons.

The instantaneous velocity fields of Fig. 11 confirm that the fountain flow wake re-ingestion has a coherent behavior and that the location and direction of the fountain plume move in time. At blade passage 48 (Fig. 11a), the fountain flow is oriented toward the rotor on the right, whereas at blade passage 65 (Fig. 11b), the opposite is observed. This switching is observed for a total of three times during the sample time of 1 s. Consequently, the timescale associated with this process is different compared to the blade passing frequency (BPF, $3.3 \cdot 10^{-3}$ s). Moreover, the switching does not seem to have a causal relation with the relative blade positioning, which takes place over a much longer periodic timescale of about 2 s. This therefore suggests that there are complicated flow interactions taking place, which causes this wake re-ingestion to drift in the lateral direction. These observations are in line with the aperiodic wake re-ingestion caused by wing–rotor interaction for a tilt-rotor configuration [34] and with a recent numerical investigation on a side-by-side rotor in ground effect [35]. However, an analysis of the dynamic behavior of the fountain flow was not within the scope of the current investigation. Consequently, the temporal dynamics of the wake interactions will be analyzed in a future study.

VI. Conclusions

An experimental study with volumetric measurements obtained by Lagrangian particle tracking velocimetry using HFSBs has been carried out to investigate the rotor wake mean characteristics. This provided valuable insight in the 3D wake interactions of multirotors in ground effect.

Different flow regimes for a side-by-side rotor in ground effect have been identified. These flow regimes depend on a combination of rotor spacing and height over the ground plane. In closely spaced rotors, with a tip-to-tip spacing close to zero, the individual rotor...
wakes move laterally toward one another by the Coandă effect and form a combined wake before they interact with the ground plane. By increasing the rotor spacing and tip-to-tip spacings of at least one rotor radius, an upward flow component known as the fountain flow is created over a line between the two rotors. The height of this fountain flow increases with increasing rotor separation. This can result in the fountain flow to rise above the rotor disk where it is re-ingested into the rotors. However, planar symmetry between the two rotors is lost because the wake re-ingestion is biased toward one of the rotors. In this wake re-ingestion state, the inflow conditions to the rotors are affected, which results in an increase in the amount of the unsteadiness near the rotor blades. This could introduce additional thrust fluctuations and broadband noise components. Moreover, wake re-ingestion increases the induced velocity of the rotor, which is especially noticeable in the center of the wake.

Decreasing the height decreases the induced velocity effectively for the multicopter system. However, the observed fountain flow is indifferent for the rotor heights observed in this study. At large rotor spacing and small rotor height, the fountain flow reaches a sufficient height over the rotor disk to be re-ingested relatively axially. The effects of the flow re-ingestion are most pronounced where the height of the fountain flow is comparable to the height of the rotors.

Even though the mean flow results show a velocity profile that is biased toward one of the two rotors, dynamic features are involved in the wake re-ingestion state that results in lateral shifting of the fountain flow. Moreover, the wake re-ingestion is shown to switch between the left and right rotors throughout acquisition.

The different flow regimes presented in this study are valuable to understand the observed differences in mean performance as seen in multicopter systems in ground effect. The identification of large-scale dynamic features caused by the wake interactions could be detrimental to the controllability of multicopter vehicles during takeoff and landing.
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